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The far-field spectral and near-field spatial responses of an individual metal-insulator-metal nanoantenna
are reported, using thermal fluctuations as an internal source of electromagnetic field. The far-field spectra,
obtained by combining Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy with spatial modulation based on a light fall-
off effect in a confocal geometry, have revealed two distinct emission peaks attributed to the excitation of the
fundamental mode of the nanoantenna at two distinct wavelengths. Super-resolved near-field images of the
thermally excited mode have been obtained by thermal radiation scanning tunneling microscopy. Experimental
results are supported by numerical simulations showing that it is possible to excite the same mode at different
wavelengths near a resonance of the insulating dielectric material forming the antenna.

PACS numbers: 44.40.+a, 68.37.Uv, 42.70.Km

Controlling the emission and absorption properties of sur-
faces and finite sized objects at infrared (IR) wavelengths is
important for applications such as radiative cooling [1], ther-
mal extraction [2, 3], designing absorbers for detection [4–8],
molecular sensing [9] or thermophotovoltaic energy conver-
sion [10]. Another realm of interest is the production of novel
IR sources with innovative features: spatial or spectral se-
lectivity [11–14], subwavelength (sub-λ) dimensions [15–17]
and modulation capabilities [18, 19]. While thermal sources
with no particular surface structuration are quasi-isotropic and
spectrally broad in the far field, the surface patterning of mate-
rials with surface polaritons results in narrow diffraction lobes
[14, 20], and, conversely, makes them perfectly absorbing for
waves with a given incidence angle and wavelength [21]. Sim-
ilar thermal antenna effects can be achieved over a broad spec-
tral band with thin films structures [22]. Another promising
way to achieve spectral [11–13] and angular [23, 24] control
of thermal emission is through metasurfaces.

Thermal sources based on metasurfaces made of sub-λ res-
onators generally involve the periodization of a unit cell con-
taining one or several nanoantennas into an array. Diffraction
as well as coupling between neighboring antennas are gen-
erally superimposed on the intrinsic optical response of the
unit cell [25]. Measurements on nanoantennas ensembles also
suffer from inhomogeneous broadening and statistical effects.
Although it is essential to characterize a metasurface down to
the unit cell level to provide precise knowledge of the intrinsic
optical response, it remains challenging due to the sub-λ di-
mensions of the object which call for high spatial and spectral
resolutions in conjunction with enough detection sensitivity to
address an individual nanoantenna.

In this letter, we demonstrate experimentally emission spec-
trum measurement and super-resolved mapping of a single
nanoantenna, sub-λ in the infrared spectral range of interest
(6-12 µm), based on the detection of its thermal radiation. Us-
ing far-field spectroscopy and thermal radiation scanning tun-

neling microscopy (TRSTM) [26], we reveal both the spec-
tral resonances of an individual metal-insulator-metal (MIM)
resonator excited by thermal fluctuations and the spatial dis-
tribution of the local density of states (LDOS) at sub-λ scale.
A spatial modulation spectroscopy method is proposed to ex-
tract the far-field thermal radiation of a sub-λ MIM resonator
from the huge and spatially extended background thermal ra-
diation. A comparative analysis is performed between exper-
imental results on MIM nanoantennas and numerical simula-
tions. Usually for non-dispersive insulators, only one funda-
mental resonance is expected but here we show that we find
multiple solutions.

The investigated MIM nanoantennas are nanoresonators
composed of a stack of a 200 nm-thick gold layer, a 180 nm-
thick SiO2 layer and a 50 nm-thick gold patch of sub-λ width
w as depicted in Fig. 1(a). They sustain Fabry-Perot reso-
nances for the gap plasmon trapped below the patch, giving
rise to strong local field enhancement as illustrated by the
finite-domain time-difference (FDTD) calculations (Lumeri-
cal Solutions) of the electric field intensity |E|2 at resonance
in Fig. 1(b). The phase-matching condition ruling the reso-
nance wavelengths λres is given by [27]:

λres =
2neffw

m− φr

π

(1)

with neff the real part of the effective index ñeff = neff+ikeff
of the mode of a sub-λ metallic waveguide [28], m the
mode order and φr a phase correction factor. The geometry-
dependant resonance enables straightforward tunability for a
wide spectral range [29–32]. Based on Eq. 1, we tune the
fundamental resonant wavelength (m = 1) around λres =
7 µm where neff varies smoothly by changing the nanoanten-
nas widths w from 2 µm to 2.4 µm. Square-shaped patches
are chosen to realize narrowband omnidirectional unpolarized
emitters in the mid-IR [5]. A scanning electron microscope
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Figure 1. (color online). (a) Schematic of a MIM nanoantenna. (b)
Calculated intensity of a nanoantenna at y = 0 at resonance. (c)
SEM image.

(SEM) image of one of the fabricated nanoantenna is depicted
in Fig. 1(c).

Unlike previously reported investigations [33–35], the stud-
ies of individual nanoantennas presented here use the ther-
mal emission of the sample as an internal source of electro-
magnetic field. It finds its origin in fluctuating thermal cur-
rents that excite both propagating and evanescent modes over
a wide range of wavelengths, allowing to perform near-field
and far-field measurements. While other studies of thermal
emission from nanostructures rely either on periodic arrays
[13] or on extended nanostructures in one direction [15], the
technique we introduce is sensitive enough to extract the ra-
diation of a nanoantenna that is both isolated and sub-λ in all
directions. To investigate the far-field thermal radiation spec-
trum of an individual IR nanoantenna, a major difficulty arises
from the necessity to eliminate the dominant background ther-
mal radiation. We bypass this issue by means of a spatial
modulation spectroscopy method inspired from reported mea-
surements at visible or near-IR wavelengths of the extinction
by a single nanostructure spatially modulated in the Gaussian
intensity profile of a focused laser beam [36–38]. However,
in our case, the background thermal radiation is spatially ex-
tended around the MIM nanoantenna, thus requiring the intro-
duction of a new paradigm to apply spatial modulation. Here,
we take advantage instead of the dependence of the detected
far-field thermal radiation signal with respect to the position
of the nanoantenna projection on a detector in a confocal ge-
ometry while the background thermal radiation is spatially in-
dependent.

The spectroscopy set-up based on spatial modulation is
shown in Fig. 2(a). A FTIR is placed in the infinity region of
an IR microscope. The sample is heated at temperature Tsample
with a heating plate. The microscope uses a Cassegrain objec-
tive to collect the thermal radiation from the sample surface.
A zinc selenide (ZnSe) lens at the exit of the FTIR spectrom-
eter focuses the collected thermal radiation on the active area
of a nitrogen-cooled mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) IR
detector whose small size (250 × 250 µm2) produces a spa-
tial selection. The IR detector captures the radiation from a ∼
30 µm-sized region of the sample, hereafter called "confocal
region". The IR thermal radiation from a single nanoantenna
produces a spot in the image focal plane of the ZnSe lens with
a diameter smaller but comparable with the size of the detec-
tor active area. The sample and the heating plate are installed
on a piezoelectric translation stage allowing fine control of the
nanoantenna position in the xy-plane. The thermal radiation

signal from a single nanoantenna is practically undetectable
as it is superimposed with a much more intense and spectrally
distinct background thermal radiation signal which acts as a
spectrally dependent offset. The emission cross-section of a 2
µm-wide nanoantenna is calculated by FDTD numerical sim-
ulations to be 18 µm2 at resonance which is only a few per-
cent of the confocal region area. The power emitted by the
nanoantenna scales with its emission cross-section. The frac-
tion radiated towards the Cassegrain objective is typically ∼
1 nW and represents at maximum about 5% of of the thermal
background as detailed in the Supplementary Material [39].

However, only the signal from the single nanoantenna ex-
hibits a spatial dependence with respect to translations of the
sample in the xy-plane while the background is spatially uni-
form. In fact, the signal coming from the nanoantenna is max-
imum when the latter is perfectly at the center of the confocal
region and monotonously decays when its position shifts to-
wards the edges, following a behavior which can be approx-
imated by a Gaussian. This light fall-off effect of the sig-
nal from the nanoantenna as a function of its position is the
keystone of the spatial modulation method that we have de-
veloped to extract the sole nanoantenna contribution from the
thermal radiation signal measured by the IR detector in spite
of the huge and dominant background.

We use a function generator to drive the piezoelectric stage
with a sine modulation at frequency Ω, displacing the sample
periodically with an amplitude of a few micrometers along
x. The spatial modulation of the MIM nanoantenna in the
confocal region induces a small modulation of the intensity
received by the IR detector. The lock-in demodulation at Ω
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Figure 2. (color online). (a) Schematic of the spatial modulation
spectroscopy set-up. (b-c) Three-dimensional plots of the raster scan
of a spatially modulated nanoantenna in the x-direction, highlight-
ing the spatial dependence of signal amplitude with respect to the
nanoantenna position in the sample plane. The two-dimensional pro-
jection is represented in the xy-plane at the bottom. (d) Line section
of the normalized central lobe ofSMIM

2 along y (black data points) and
Gaussian fit (red line), showing the signal decay as the nanoantenna
is displaced from the center toward the edges of the confocal region.
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and 2Ω is thus expected to suppress the spatially independent
background, allowing to retrieve the first and second harmon-
ics of the thermal radiation of the sole nanoantenna, SMIM

1 and
SMIM
2 respectively. These two quantities are integrated over

the spectral range of the IR detector. Their magnitude de-
pends on the mean nanoantenna position with respect to the
confocal region and also on the nanoantenna effective emis-
sion cross-section.

The spatial variations of SMIM
1 and SMIM

2 measured when
raster scanning the nanoantenna in the xy-plane are presented
in Fig. 2(b) and (c). Due to the expected behavior of the signal
emitted by the single nanoantenna within the confocal region,
SMIM
1 and SMIM

2 qualitatively reflect the spatial dependencies
of the first and second derivative of a Gaussian-like function
with respect to the direction of modulation x. The measured
images of SMIM

1 and SMIM
2 show lobes of alternating signs in

the x-direction.
The nanoantenna is at the center of the confocal region, i.e.

optically conjugated with the center of the IR detector active
region when SMIM

1 vanishes between the two lobes in Fig. 2(b)
while at the same time SMIM

2 exhibits a pronounced extremum
in Fig. 2(c). This enables fine positioning of the MIM antenna
with sub-λ accuracy within the confocal region despite being
based on a purely far-field and therefore diffraction-limited
optical measurement (see Supplemental Material [39]). Note
that a cross-section through a lobe of SMIM

1 or SMIM
2 along the

unmodulated direction y directly reflects the behavior of the
detector response to a sub-λ source. This quantity, represented
in Fig. 2(d) together with a Gaussian fit whose full width
at half maximum is 17 µm, would not be accessible without
modulation due to the background thermal radiation. We em-
phasize that the spatial variations reported here are similar to
the ones observed with spatial modulation of a nano-object in
a focused laser beam [36–38], but in our case they reflect the
light fall-off effect of a sub-λ-sized source of thermal radia-
tion within the confocal region.

The spectral measurements of the far-field thermal radia-
tion of a nanoantenna at Tsample = 433 K were carried out by
positionning it at an extremum of SMIM

1 to obtain maximum
lock-in signal. We operate the FTIR in step scan mode [44]
and the Fourier transform of the interferogram of SMIM

1 yields
a spectrum that we correct from the instrumental response (i.e.
detector sensitivity, optics transmission, absorption) by divid-
ing it with the spectrum of a blackbody at Tsample measured
by the set-up with a chopper. Emission spectra measurements
performed on single MIM nanoantennas for different widths
w and normalized to unity are depicted in Fig. 3(a). As ex-
pected, a resonant peak is observed at λres ' 7 µm but another
is also present at ' 11 µm with both resonances exhibiting a
red-shift with w.

The effective emission cross-section σem for MIM nanoan-
tennas of varying widths w are calculated by FDTD simula-
tions, normalized to unity and depicted in Fig. 3(b). Two reso-
nances are found with a good agreement with the experimental
spectra. A small shift of ∼ 100 nm in the position of the two
resonances is observed between the measured and simulated
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Figure 3. (color online). (a) Experimental emission spectra for a
single nanoantenna for different widths w. (b) Calculated effective
emission cross-sections. (c) Phase-matching condition for the funda-
mental mode 2neff(λ)w = λ and effective extinction coefficient keff.
(d) Calculated intensity maps inside the cavity of a MIM nanoan-
tenna (dashed outline) for the two resonances denoted by the markers
in (b). The white scale bars correspond to 1 µm.

spectra. The differences are attributed to the accuracy of the
electron beam lithography used to pattern the square patches
which produces errors of tens of nanometers on their nominal
widths as verified by scanning electron microscopy. Another
source of discrepancy is the robustness of the material models
used in simulations (see Supplemental Material [39]) with the
real and imaginary parts of the refractive index affecting the
resonance position and amplitude respectively.

Consequently, both experimental and calculated emission
spectra of the investigated MIM antennas exhibit not only one
narrowband peak near 7 µm but also another resonance near
11 µm. The latter is an unexpected result which cannot be
ascribed to an harmonic of the fundamental mode. It origi-
nates from the strong variations of the permittivity of SiO2 in
the spectral range between 8 µm and 12 µm thus affecting the
Fabry-Perot resonance conditions for the gap plasmon. We
illustrate in Fig. 3(c) the phase-matching condition for the
fundamental mode by plotting 2neff(λ)w for various w. As
φr is small enough to be neglected, we have 2neff(λ)w = λ
according to Eq. 1. For a given value of w, three intersec-
tions with the dashed line λ are found which correspond to
the solutions λres. Only two resonances are observed exper-
imentally and theoretically in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). The third
resonance near 9.5 µm is suppressed because it is concomitant
with strong absorption, as shown by the pronounced maxi-
mum of keff plotted in Fig. 3(c). These material losses hinder
the optical confinement inside the nanoantenna cavity at reso-
nance. Indeed, as they increase, the peak emission decreases
and broadens until it is completely suppressed, which is typi-
cal for a Fabry-Perot with intracavity losses [45]. Figure 3(d)
displays the spatial maps of the mode distribution under the
patch calculated at the two resonances. They exhibit an identi-
cal spatial distribution and confirm that the fundamental mode
of the MIM nanoantenna is excited at both wavelengths.
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Remarkably, we have also been able to get an insight about
the spatial distribution of the fundamental mode at sub-λ scale
by mapping the near-field thermal radiation at the surface
of a MIM nanoantenna with the scattering tip of a TRSTM.
The instrument relies on the thermal excitation of the electro-
magnetic modes and on the direct relation which exists be-
tween the local electromagnetic energy density and the LDOS
[26, 46], a quantity which is not directly accessible with near-
field probes using either directional external sources to excite
the electromagnetic modes of the sample [33, 34] or thermo-
voltage measurements induced by a heat flux [47]. Note that
the MIM antenna geometry is unfavorable for near-field mea-
surements with a TRSTM. The latter is a surface probe while
most of the electromagnetic energy of the thermally excited
modes in a MIM nanoantenna is confined under the gold patch
in a buried region inaccessible to the probe (Fig. 1(b)). This
situation is dramatically different from other studies aimed at
probing thermally excited surface polaritons at the interface
between a material and air [26, 44, 48–50], and has limited
us here to the realization of wavelength-integrated measure-
ments.

The isothermal surface of the heated sample radiates a
field whose local electromagnetic energy density is the LDOS
multiplied by the average energy of a quantum oscillator
[26, 44, 46, 48–51]. The TRSTM uses a tungsten tip oscillat-
ing at a frequency Ωtip in intermittent contact with the sam-
ple along the z-direction and scatters the thermal radiation
towards a mid-IR detector. A lock-in amplifier extracts the
near-field thermal radiation signal by demodulating the detec-
tor signal at Ωtip or a higher harmonic, yielding a signal SNF

n

with n being the harmonic order [46]. The sample is raster
scanned in the xy-plane and the recording of SNF

n during the
scan yields a super-resolved image with a spatial resolution∼
100 nm given by the curvature radius of the tip. The near-field
optical image of SNF

2 using the full spectral width of the IR de-
tector for a 2.4 µm-wide MIM nanoantenna heated at 403 K is
represented in Fig. 4(a). As the two resonances observed in
the far-field spectrum (Fig. 3(a-b)) share the same mode pat-
tern, it enables signal enhancement for wavelength-integrated
near-field imaging without having distinct modes overlapping
in the resulting image.

The energy confined in the cavity formed by the dielectric
layer leaks out from the discontinuities at the edges of the
patch, leading to a pattern related to the resonance mode pro-
file. The line scans across the patch edges (Fig. 4(c)) show
that the TRSTM signal reveals maxima in all four corners of
the patch. The image of Fig. 4(a) presents a slight asymmetry
with a higher signal at the upper-right corner of the patch due
to a small tilt of the TRSTM tip direction with respect to the
perpendicular direction to the sample surface z.

We emphasize that other scanning near-field probes us-
ing scattering-tip [13, 34] or photothermal induced resonance
[52, 53] techniques combined with an external laser excita-
tion have revealed similar hot spots on nanostructures. While
these techniques benefit from high incident field intensity and
wavelength selectivity provided by tunable midinfrared lasers,

the near-field images they produce reflect the distribution of
the modes excited for a given direction and polarization of the
laser excitation, which is different from the thermal excitation
of all the modes performed with the TRSTM.
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Figure 4. (color online). (a) Near-field optical distribution and (c)
corresponding line scans across the top and bottom edges as indi-
cated by the dashed lines. (b) Calculated LDOS map at resonance
and (d) line scan across the edge. The white scale bars correspond to
1 µm.

For comparison with the experiments, FDTD simulations
were performed to calculate the LDOS projected along z
which is the direction expected to give the highest TRSTM
signal provided that the tip is aligned along z [26]. The im-
age (Fig. 4(b)) and corresponding line scan (Fig. 4(d)) are
depicted for the first nanoantenna resonance. The calculated
LDOS exhibits local maxima at the four corners of the square
patch which is in good qualitative agreement with the TRSTM
measurements of Figs. 4(a) and 4(c). The maps with sub-
λ resolution provides useful information complementing the
preceding spectral characterization. While the LDOS simu-
lations shown in Fig. 4(b) and 4(d) are calculated without
any tip, a detailed simulation of the TRSTM image would re-
quire to compute the signal radiated by the nanoantenna in
the presence of the tungsten tip, whose position on the patch
varies during the scan, and to take into account the demodu-
lation process. The qualitative agreement observed between
the calculated LDOS and the TRSTM maps suggests that the
metallic tip of the TRSTM does not significantly perturb the
near-field distribution around the MIM nanoantenna, except
for the fact that it favors the detection along the z-axis. This
may be due to the fact that it is scanned at the surface of the
MIM nanoantenna, which does not disturb the region of high
field confinement buried under the patch. However, a spectral
shift of the resonances induced by the tip is not ruled out [44].

In summary, we have investigated the thermal radiation
emitted by individual plasmonic nanoantennas. A method of
spatial modulation has been implemented for background sup-
pression in FTIR spectroscopy measurements of the far-field
thermal radiation of sub-λ sized objects, exploiting the spatial
dependence of the detected signal which shows a light fall-
off effect in a confocal geometry. The far-field thermal radia-
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tion spectra measured on individual MIM nanoantennas have
shown that the fundamental mode of a nanoantenna can be
excited at distinct wavelengths around a resonance of the ef-
fective index of the plasmonic cavity. Using thermal radiation
scanning tunneling microscopy, we have imaged the thermal
near-fields at the surface of a MIM nanoantenna, and revealed
the spatial distribution of its fundamental mode. The exper-
imental methods used in this work can be readily applied to
other nanostructures in the mid-IR. Notably, the FTIR spectro-
scopic approach combined with spatial modulation which we
have developed could be used not only to retrieve the far-field
thermal emission spectrum of a nanoantenna, but it could also
be combined with an external broadband IR source for the far-
field characterization of any kind of deeply sub-wavelength
nanostructures or nanomaterials by FTIR spectroscopy.
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